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BEFORE FIRST USE

Read and follow all the instructions in this ‘Use And Care’ manual even if you feel you are familiar with the product,
and find a place to keep it for future reference.
Your attention is drawn particularly to the sections concerning ‘IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS’ and’WARNING’
statements.
NOTE: The rating of this product (as marked on the product identification plate) is based on specific loading tests
Abnormal use or the use of other recommended attachments may draw significantly less power.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
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When using any electrically powered product, the following basic safety precautions should always be followed.
We are very safety conscious when designing and manufacturing consumer products.
However there Is also an onus on the consumer to exercise care and common sense when using any electrical
appliance Listed below are precautions which are essential for the safe use of an electrical appliance.
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULL BEFORE USING THE PRODUCT.
WARNING- to reduce the risk of fire_ electrical shock or iniury to persons or properly:

Always operate the product from a power source of the same voltage, frequency and rating asindicated on the
product identification plate.
Close supervision is necessary when the product is used by or near children or infirm person. Do not allow
children to use it as a toy.
Do not operate any product with a damaged cord or plug, or if the product has malfunctions, or is dropped or
appears damaged in any way.
Do not touch the metal part (popping corn chamber) whilst you’re using the popcorn maker asit will get hot and
you could bum your fingers.
Do not allow the power cord to hang over table or counter edges, or touch hot surfaces
Switch off and unplug from outlet when not in use. and before cleaning. Remove by grasping theplug-do not pull
on the power cord.
Do not use the popcorn maker outdoors.
This product should not be used in the immediate vicinity of water, such as bathtub, washbowls,swimming pool
etc. where the likelihood of immersion or splashing could occur, or when standinginlon a damp or wet area.
Do not place on or near a hot surface, gas, electric burner or wet area or in a heated oven.
Allow the unit to cool completely before cleaning Use only hot water and detergent Do not use abrasive pads,
scouring powders or solvent cleaners.
Do not immerse the cord or plug in water or other liquids. See instructions for cleaning.
Do not leave the appliance unattended when switched on,as it could be dangerous.
The use of attachments or accessories not recommended or sold by the product distributor maycause personal
or property hazards or injuries.
This product is intended for normal domestic/household use only.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical. sensory or mental
capabilities. or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been givensupervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
The appliance is not intended to operated by means of an external timer or a separate remote-control system.
Do not use this appliance if it has been dropped or damaged,or if the supply cord has beendamaged
There are no user serviceable parts to the popcorn maker,don’t try to fix the unit yourself but take it to a
qualified electrician.
The popocorn maker is only intended to make popcorn,don’t try to use it for anything else.
This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as:
-staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;
-farm houses;
-by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments;
-bed and breakfast type environments.
If the supply cord is damaged. DO NOT use. For electrical safety, any repairs to the product should only be
carried out by a qualified electrical person only or the product must be disposed of.
Caution, hot surface. Care must be taken. The surfaces are liable to get hot during use.

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE



FEATURES OF YOUR POPCORN MAKER

1. Measuring cup
2. Top cover
3. Plastic body
4. Switch
5. Spout
6. Popping Corn Chamber

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CLEAN—Prior to using your new popcorn maker, wipe it down with a damp cloth

Make sure your popcorn maker has completely cooled before you clean it as the popping cornchamber gets hot
and may burn your fingers.
Never immerse your appliance in water or other liquids.
Warning! Wipe the exterior body and inner chamber of the appliance with a damp cloth, then dry with a dry
towel.
Do not immerse the appliance in water.
Wash the top cover and measuring cup in hot soapy water.
Do not use harsh abrasives or solvents as these may damage the plastics
Do not put brush or metal utensils into the appliance.
Do not use water or metal utensils to clean the inner.

USING YOUR POPCORN MAKER

Ensure that you are using on a dry, level and heat resistant surface.
WARNING: Always allow 20cm of space around the exterior of appliance when in use. Neveruse near curtains,
under cupboards, or near flammable materials.
Ensure the cord is plugged into a 240V wall outlet.
Remove the top cover.
Using the measuring cup measure one level spoonful of popping corn and place in mainchamber.Do not use
more than one cup as this would overfill the popcorn maker and break it.
Fit the top cover back to the appliance.
Put the measuring cup on the top of the top cover,
Place a big bowl under the spout making sure the edge of the bowl touches the popcorn maker.
The spout has got to be facing downwards so the popcorn goes down into the bowl rather than flying all over
the place.
Turn the popcorn maker on and the popcorn will start to pop,pop,pop!
As if by magic,your popcorn will automatically be sent down the spout and land in your bowl!
It will take about 3 minutes for all your popcorn to pop.
When the pop,pop,pop has stopped,turn your popcorn maker off and unplug from the supply.
WARNING! Do not remove the cover while the appliance is running.
WARNING! Do not immerse appliance in any liquid.
NOTE: Do not operate for longer than 4 minutes contlnuously. The average cooking time will beabout 2 and half
minutes. Do not operate machine continuously. After 4 minutes of continuous use allow the item to cool for 10



minutes before using it again. The plastic will reach veryhigh temperatures and if the item is used continuously
over long period of time the plastic may deform.

WARRANTY

12 Moth Warranty
Thank you for your purchase from Kmart.
Kmart Australia Ltd warrants your new product to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for the period
stated above, from the date of purchase, provided that the product is used in accordance with accompanying
recommendations or instructions where provided.
This warranty is in addition to your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.
Kmart will provide you with your choice of a refund, repair or exchange (where possible) for this product if It becomes
defective within the warranty period. Kmart will bear the reasonable expense of claiming the warranty. This warranty
will no longer apply where the defect is a result of alteration. accident, misuse, abuse or neglect.
Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase and contact our Customer Service Centreon 1800124125(Australia)
or 0800 945 995 (New Zealand) or alternatively, via Customer Help at Kmart.com.au for any difficulties with your
product. Warranty claims and claims for expense incurred in returning this product can be addressed to our
Customer Service Centre at 690 Springvale Rd, Mulgrave Vic 3170.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.You are entitled to a
replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.
You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the
failure does not amount to a major failure.
For New Zealand customers, this warranty is in addition to statutory rights observed underNew Zealand legislation.
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